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Neuronal growth cones select synaptic partners
through interactions with multiple cell surfaces in
their environment. Many of these interactions are
adhesive, yet it is unclear howgrowth cones integrate
adhesive cues to direct their movements. Here, we
examine themechanisms that enablephotoreceptors
in the Drosophila visual system to choose synaptic
partners.Wedemonstrate that the classical cadherin,
N-cadherin, and an atypical cadherin, Flamingo, act
redundantly to instruct the targeting choices made
by every photoreceptor axon. These molecules
gradually bias the spatial distribution of growth
cone filopodia, polarizing each growth cone toward
its future synaptic target before direct contact with
the target occurs. We demonstrate that these mole-
cules are localized to distinct subcellular domains
and create a network of adhesive interactions distrib-
uted across many growth cones. Because this
network comprises multiple redundant interactions,
a complex wiring diagram can be constructed with
extraordinary fidelity, suggesting a general principle.
INTRODUCTION
The directed extension of an axon toward its synaptic partner
represents a critical step in establishing the complex wiring dia-
gram of the brain. A wealth of cellular interactions, including
adhesive signals between an axon and its correct target and
repulsive signals from inappropriate partners, as well as interac-
tions among afferent axons, play important roles (Luo and Flana-
gan, 2007). However, how these interactions change growth
cone morphology to direct axon extension toward specific tar-
gets remains unknown.
Growth cones are the sensory structures of the advancing
axon. They form motile actin-rich protrusions, filopodia and
lamellipodia, which probe the environment for guidance signals
(Bentley and Toroian-Raymond, 1986; Chien et al., 1993; Dent
et al., 2011). The effects of guidance and adhesive factors on
growth cone shape and axon extension have been intenselystudied in vitro (Vitriol and Zheng, 2012). Adhesion molecules
propel growth cones by crosslinking the substrate with the actin
cytoskeleton to increase traction, ultimately promoting formation
of protrusions and growth cone advance (Bard et al., 2008; Gian-
none et al., 2009; Mitchison and Kirschner, 1988; Thoumine
et al., 2006). However, little is known about how growth cones
navigate the more complex environments encountered in vivo.
Previous work correlated in vivo growth cone shape with axon
extension, revealing that simple, highly polarized growth cones
advance rapidly, whereas complex, less-polarized growth cones
frequently pause (Mason andWang, 1997). However, how adhe-
sion molecules might regulate these polarity changes remains
incompletely understood, and it is unknown whether growth
cone polarity can determine target specificity.
To address these issues, we studied photoreceptor (R cell)
axon targeting in the Drosophila visual system (Hadjieconomou
et al., 2011). The compound eye of the fruit fly comprises 800
facets, called ommatidia, each of which contains eight photore-
ceptors (R1–R8). Due to the curvature of the eye and the arrange-
ment of light-sensing organs, each of the outer six R cells
(R1–R6) within a single ommatidium receives light from a
different point in space and must therefore connect to a different
target column in the brain. At the same time, specific groups of
R1–R6 cells distributed among neighboring ommatidia receive
light from the same point in space and converge on the same
target column (Figure 1A). This wiring principle is called neural
superposition and results in the formation of a retinotopic map
(Clandinin and Zipursky, 2000).
Ultrastructural and genetic studies have provided insight into
themechanisms that direct R1–R6 axons to their targets (Hadjie-
conomou et al., 2011; Meinertzhagen and Hanson, 1993). R cell
axons from each ommatidium are bundled together in a fascicle
as they extend into the brain, following the path of the R8 axon.
Upon reaching the lamina, R1–R6 axons defasciculate, and
each extends a lateral process that innervates a single column
of five postsynaptic targets, the lamina monopolar cells (LMCs;
Figure 1Ai). All R cells that ‘‘see the same point in visual space’’
innervate the same target column and assemble a fascicle, called
a cartridge, which contains bothR cell axons and LMCdendrites.
Remarkably, all targeting steps occur within a highly patterned
structure where every growth cone is precisely positioned with
respect to its neighbors (Meinertzhagen and Hanson, 1993;
Meinertzhagen and O’Neil, 1991). Furthermore, R-cell-targetingCell 154, 351–364, July 18, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 351
Figure 1. R Cell Growth Cones Find Their Targets with Extremely High Fidelity
(A) Schemata of the Drosophila retina and lamina. Axons of R cells that sense light from the same point in space (magenta) innervate a common cartridge (gray
ovals), whereas axons of R cells from the same ommatidium (green) innervate neighboring cartridges. (Ai) Side view of R cells from a single ommatidium with
axonal projections in the lamina (green), and their synaptic targets, the LMCs (blue), in midpupae.
(B) Wild-type adult lamina labeled with the presynaptic marker Csp2a. One targeting error is highlighted in magenta. (Bi) Reconstruction of R cell terminals. (Bii)
Quantification of error measurements in three wild-type strains (n = 15–18 laminas).
(C) R4 growth cones contact both R3 and R5 from the same ommatidium, as well as R1, R2, and R6 from neighboring ommatidia. Shown are single growth cones
of different subtypes labeled withGFP-myr at 28%APF (green), colabeled with R4marked bymd-Gal4 UAS-mtdTomato (magenta), from the ventral hemisphere,
anterior up, oriented with the equator to the right. (Ci) Major contact sites were marked with colored lines. Growth cones also made small filopodial contacts with
other neighbors (white arrows). Inset shows model of putative adhesion sites of an R4 growth cone with its neighbors. (Cii) Schematic outline of growth cones,
based on ultrastructural images by Meinertzhagen and Hanson (1993). Growth cones from within a bundle are outlined in bold.
See also Figure S1 and Tables S1 and S2.
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specificity is genetically hardwired (Hiesinger et al., 2006), and it
is instructed by interactions among afferent R cell axons,
whereas target-derived cues are largely permissive (Clandinin
and Zipursky, 2000).
The classical cadherin N-cadherin (Ncad), the receptor tyro-
sine phosphatase LAR, and the adaptor protein Liprin-a are crit-
ically involved in the extension of R cell growth cones toward their
target column (Choe et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2001; Prakash et al.,
2005, 2009). Ncad is expressedboth inRcells andLMCsandme-
diates interactions between these two cell types; R cells that lack
Ncad, LAR, or Liprin-a frequently fail to extend. In contrast, the
atypical cadherin Flamingo (Fmi), togetherwith its partnerGolden
Goal, regulates target choice bymediating interactions among R
cell axons (Chen and Clandinin, 2008; Hakeda-Suzuki et al.,
2011; Lee et al., 2003; Tomasi et al., 2008). Intriguingly, whereas
removal of fmi from all R cells results in highly penetrant targeting
phenotypes, loss of fmi in single R cells has only negligible
effects, suggesting that at least one redundant pathway must
exist (Chen and Clandinin, 2008; Lee et al., 2003). Here, we pro-
vide insight into the mechanisms by which R1–R6 cell axons find
their targets using cadherin-mediated interactions. Our results
demonstrate that a network of interactions between multiple
partners provides redundant cues to orient growth cones.
RESULTS
R1–R6 Cells Choose Synaptic Partners with Remarkable
Fidelity
Invertebrate nervous systems can display tremendous wiring
precision. Microscopic reconstruction of the lamina of the
Dipteran fly Calliphora failed to detect any targeting errors
made by 650 photoreceptor axons (Horridge and Meinertzha-
gen, 1970). To measure targeting fidelity in Drosophila, we
stained adult brains of three wild-type strains with the synaptic
marker Cysteine String Protein 2a (Csp2a), which specifically
labels R cell terminals in the lamina (Zinsmaier et al., 1990).
Excluding equatorial and peripheral regions, if all R cells differen-
tiate normally and target correctly, all cartridges should contain
exactly six profiles. If one R cell fails to differentiate, or dies, a
single cartridge will have five terminals, whereas all of its neigh-
bors will have six. In total, we observed 20 errors of this type in
3,945 cartridges. In addition, there are two categories of true
targeting errors that can be distinguished. First, if one axon in-
nervates an incorrect target, one cartridge will contain seven ter-
minals, whereas a neighbor will contain five. Second, if an axon
innervates two targets, one cartridge will contain seven termi-
nals, whereas all neighbors will contain six (Figure 1B). Across
the three wild-type strains, we observed only nine targeting
errors in 3,945 cartridges scored, corresponding to an average
error rate of only 1 in 2,630 terminals (99.96%fidelity; Figure 1Bii).
Because each retina comprises4,800 R1–R6 axons, this corre-
sponds to fewer than two targeting errors per eye. Thus, the
mechanisms that regulate R cell targeting must be very robust.
RCell Growth Cones Polarize toward Their Targets prior
to Contacting Them
To identify the cellular and molecular mechanisms that guide
R cell targeting, we first examined the development of R cellgrowth cone morphology. After reaching the lamina, during late
larval and early pupal development, R1–R6 growth cones
expand laterally, with R cells from within a bundle forming an
open ‘‘ring-like’’ configuration (Figure 1C). Growth cones begin
to extend to their targets around 32% after puparium formation
(APF) and appear to have little contact with their postsynaptic
partners prior to this time (Meinertzhagen and Hanson, 1993).
To examine individual R cell growth cones, we genetically
labeled R4 axons using md-Gal4-driven expression of myristoy-
lated tdTomato (Chen and Clandinin, 2008). In addition, we sto-
chastically labeled single growth cones with myristoylated GFP,
assigning R cell identity based on themorphology and position of
the cell body within the retina (see Extended Experimental Pro-
cedures). Before they extended, R4 growth cones were closely
apposed to a specific, invariant set of neighbors, both from the
same ommatidium (R3 and R5), as well as from neighboring
ommatidia (R1, R2, and R6; Figure 1C; Meinertzhagen and Han-
son, 1993). Analogous, precise neighbor relationships were seen
for all other growth cones as well (data not shown). Thus, each R
cell can engage in adhesive interactions with several specific
neighbors. Furthermore, we found that all R4 growth cones
were of similar shape, aligned in parallel, and oriented toward
the future target column (Figure S1 available online).
To understand how this polarity develops, we quantified the
morphology of growth cones from the time they have expanded
in the lamina, at the start of pupation, until they have extended
toward their targets, around 33% APF (Figure 2A). Actin protru-
sions, such as filopodia and lamellipodia, are central to axon
guidance (Bentley and Toroian-Raymond, 1986; Chien et al.,
1993; Geraldo and Gordon-Weeks, 2009). Furthermore, growth
cones in vivo make more filopodial contact with their targets as
compared to neighboring nontargets (Raper et al., 1983).
Because R cell growth cones form no discernable lamellipodia,
we used filopodial distribution as a measure of polarity (Fig-
ure 2B). Each filopodium was represented as a vector with a
defined length and angle relative to a landmark (Figure 2Bi);
from these, we calculated amean polarity vector for each growth
cone and each R cell subtype (see Extended Experimental Pro-
cedures). At the start of pupation (0% APF), R1 and R6 growth
cones had not expanded, and the growth cones of R2–R5
were of uniform shape and projected filopodia in all directions,
producing short mean vectors that reflect a lack of polarization
(Figures 2A, 2Bii, and S2). However, at 20% APF, mean polarity
vectors had increased in magnitude as growth cones began to
orient toward their future targets. Polarity increased progres-
sively until 33% APF, when growth cones extended.
To relate growth cone polarity to target choice, we plotted the
mean polarity angles at 28% and 33%APF, as well as the angles
at which growth cones have extended at 40% APF (Figures 2C
and S2). For R1, R3, R4, and R6, growth cone polarity and target-
ing angles almost completely overlapped. For R2 and R5, there
was a consistent 30 difference between the polarity at 28%
and extension angles at 40% APF, which decreased to around
10 by 33% APF (Figure 2C). We also plotted the angular size
and position of all target cartridges, relative to the R cell bundle,
and observed extensive overlap between R cell growth cone
polarization and target position (Figure 2C). In addition, we
observed an inverse relationship between the angular targetCell 154, 351–364, July 18, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 353
Figure 2. R Cell Growth Cone Polarity In-
creases over Time
(A) Shown are single R4, R5, and R6 growth cones
labeled with GFP-myr, at 0%, 20%, 28%, and
33% APF. Shown are growth cones from the
ventral hemisphere, oriented with the equator to
the right, anterior up. Green circles indicate loca-
tion of the axon shaft. Images for R1–R3 are in
Figure S2. R6 growth cones have not expanded
yet at 0% APF, and only the axon shaft is visible.
(B) R4 growth cones were labeled by md-
Gal4 UAS-mtdTomato (magenta), and a single R3
with GFPmyr (green); maximum intensity projec-
tion of 5-mm-thick stack, 33% APF. eq, equator.
(Bi) Filopodia were measured from the growth
cone base to their tip; the angle q is the angle of the
filopodium with respect to the alignment of R4
growth cones (black arrow). The small plot de-
notes the spatial orientation and location of the R
cell targets. (Bii) Polar plots of the mean R cell
polarity vectors between 0% and 33% APF.
(C) Growth cone polarity at 28% APF (blue) and
33% APF (green) correlates with the angle of
extension at 40%APF (magenta). Shown aremean
polarity angles. Arrows indicate mean polarity
vectors for each population; each dot represents a
single R cell. Gray areas show the angles of the
target LMCs. Plots for R1–R3 are in Figure S2.
See also Tables S1 and S2.size and the degree of R cell polarity, creating the following
ranked order of polarization: R3 > R4 > R1 = R6 > R2 = R5. These
observations suggest that R cell growth cones ‘‘preselect’’ their
postsynaptic partners prior to interacting with them, through a
process of directed polarization.
Fmi and Ncad Have Redundant Roles in R Cell Targeting
We next sought molecules that mediate interactions between
R cells and might direct growth cone polarization. The atypical
cadherin Fmi was a strong candidate because its loss in all
R cells results in severe targeting defects (Lee et al., 2003). How-
ever, when single cells are made mutant for fmi, they invariably
target normally (Chen and Clandinin, 2008), suggesting the exis-
tence of additional adhesive factors. We therefore examined two
cadherins expressed in R cell growth cones at this stage, namely354 Cell 154, 351–364, July 18, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.Ncad and E-cadherin (Ecad; Lee et al.,
2001; Prakash et al., 2005), and probed
whether these genes interact genetically
with fmi. We took advantage of our ability
to quantitatively measure the fidelity of
axon targeting and generated a sensi-
tized genetic background by expression
of fmi RNAi using a late R cell driver
(gmrFlp actin-FRT-y(+)-FRT-Gal4). In
this background, Fmi levels were only
moderately reduced (Figure S3), and the
error rate of targeting was not signifi-
cantly increased relative to controls (Fig-
ure 3A). Although knocking down Ecad
in this background had no effect, code-pletion of Ncad and Fmi resulted in an 10-fold increase in the
fraction of R cells that made targeting errors (Figure 3A). These
data raise the possibility that Ncad might serve two functions
in R cell growth cones, mediating both interactions between R
cells and their targets, as well as among R cell growth cones,
where it could act redundantly with Fmi.
Given this synergy between Ncad and Fmi, we first tested
whether manipulating Ncad altered interactions among R cells,
using reverse mosaic analysis with a repressible cell marker
(MARCM) (Lee and Luo, 1999). This experiment generated cells
mutant for Ncad that were labeled by the absence of
gmr:RFPmyr, whereas their homozygous wild-type sister cells
were labeled by mCD8GFP and analyzed for targeting defects
(Figure 3B). All other cells were heterozygouswild-type. Because
clonally related R cells could be either sorted into the same
ommatidium, a separate ommatidium, or die, a wild-type
mCD8GFP-positive cell can be in an ommatidium containing
only wild-type cells, it can sit directly next to a mutant cell, or it
can be separated from the mutant cell by two or three wild-
type cells. Surprisingly, targeting defects were both very infre-
quent and independent of the presence or position of an Ncad
mutant cell (Figure 3B). Because analogous experiments per-
formed with Fmi did reveal targeting phenotypes (Chen and
Clandinin, 2008), these data demonstrate that Ncad is not
necessary for these interactions.
Ncad and Fmi Act Redundantly to Mediate Growth Cone
Extension
To test how the simultaneous loss of both Fmi and Ncad might
affect R cell targeting, we sought to generate single-cell somatic
mosaic clones mutant for both genes. However, the Ncad and
fmi are located on different arms of the same chromosome,
complicating standard experiments (Lee and Luo, 1999). We
took two approaches to circumvent this problem. First, we
generated fmi mutants using MARCM while simultaneously
knocking down Ncad in the same cells using Gal4-mediated
expression of Ncad RNAi. Second, we moved the fmi locus
onto the same chromosome arm asNcad by inserting a bacterial
artificial chromosome (Bac) containing all fmi coding and regula-
tory sequences (CH321-66D09, Figure S3) onto 2L and placed it
in an fmi transheterozygous null mutant background. This Bac
completely rescued both lethality and planar cell polarity defects
associated with fmimutants (Figure S3). To induce Ncad and fmi
double-mutant clones, we then placed this fmi rescue construct
in trans to an Ncad mutant chromosome (Figure 3C).
We divided growth cone-targeting defects into two categories
(Figure 3D). Type 1 targeting errors describe growth cones that
either completely failed to extend to their targets, remaining in
the home cartridge, or partially failed to extend, innervating
both the home and the correct target cartridge. Type 2 targeting
errors describe growth cones that extended away from the home
cartridge but innervated the wrong target. Though a type 1 error
emerges from defects in growth cone extension, a type 2 error
reflects an error in target choice.
As previously reported, single cells mutant for fmi almost
always targeted normally, whereas 55% of cells mutant for
Ncad displayed type 1 errors, and only a few cells displayed
type 2 errors (Figures 3D and 3E; Chen and Clandinin, 2008; Pra-
kash et al., 2005). Remarkably, R cells homozygous mutant for
both fmi and Ncad displayed significant phenotypic enhance-
ment, with 79% showing type 1 and 13% showing type 2 errors.
We obtained comparable results whenwe expressedNcadRNAi
in fmi MARCM clones (Figure S3). Thus, Fmi acts redundantly
with Ncad in single R cells to mediate growth cone extension.
Relative, but Not Absolute, Levels of Cadherin Proteins
Regulate Extension
Next, we examined whether cadherin expression levels are
important for targeting by generating single cells with two copies
of Ncad and/or fmi in a background where all other cells have
only a single copy of each gene, using reverse MARCM. No
appreciable targeting defects were observed when cells had
two copies of either fmi (Chen and Clandinin, 2008) or Ncadalone (Figure 3B, 3.7%), relative to neighbors with only one
copy. In contrast, single cells that had the wild-type copy num-
ber of both genes, relative to neighbors that had only one copy
of both, frequently displayed type 1 errors (Figures 3E and 3F).
Because these mistargeting cells expressed normal cadherin
levels, these data demonstrate that relative, rather than abso-
lute, levels of cadherin expression are important for axon exten-
sion. Finally, these data, together with the fact that Fmi is neither
expressed nor required in LMCs (Chen and Clandinin, 2008),
argue strongly that Fmi and Ncad mediate interactions among
R cells, rather than interactions between R cells and LMCs.
Ncad and Fmi Act Together to Direct R-Cell-Targeting
Specificity
We were surprised that most Ncad and fmi double-mutant
growth cones did not display defects in target specificity but
failed to extend. Furthermore, we found only minor growth
cone polarity defects in these mutant cells (Figure S4). One
explanation could be that Ncad and Fmi are used in multiple
growth cone interactions, such that wild-type cells can compen-
sate for a single mutant cell in their midst. According to this
hypothesis, the mutant cell is passively ‘‘molded’’ into the polar-
ization pattern established by its wild-type neighbors. If this
hypothesis is correct, axons should frequently extend to the
wrong targets if more cells are made mutant. Indeed, large
Ncad or fmi mutant clones display severe targeting phenotypes
(Lee et al., 2003; Prakash et al., 2005). However, these effects
are complicated by the fact that Fmi is required in R3 andR4 cells
to specify ommatidial polarity, as well as in R8 to establish reti-
notopy (Lee et al., 2003; Senti et al., 2003; Usui et al., 1999).
To circumvent these requirements, we generated an R cell sub-
set-specific driver line that was not expressed in R3, R4, or R8,
by combining R25B08-Gal4 (Pfeiffer et al., 2010) with md-
Gal80 (Figure S4). This compound driver was specifically ex-
pressed in R1 and R6 at 28% APF and also at lower levels in a
subset of R2 and R5 cells at 0% APF. Using this driver, we ex-
pressed RNAi againstNcad and/or fmiwhile stochastically label-
ing single growth cones with GFPmyr (Figure S4). In line with
R25B08-Gal4 mdGal80 not expressing in R3, R4, and R8, planar
cell polarity and topographic mapping defects were very rare
when this driver was used to knock down fmi (Figure S4; data
not shown). Using this driver, knockdown of Ncad in R1 and
R6 growth cones resulted in 20% of these cells displaying type
1 extension defects, consistent with the RNAi construct moder-
ately reducing Ncad activity (Figures 4A–4C). Type 1 errors were
rare in R2 and R5 (2%–5%) and absent for R3 and R4, in line with
the Gal4 expression pattern (Figure 4C). Similarly, knocking
down fmi produced few defects in R cell target choice (Figures
4A–4C). In contrast, when both Ncad and Fmi protein levels
were knocked down, we observed a strong synergistic interac-
tion, with 50% of growth cones displaying type 2 errors, inner-
vating the wrong cartridge (Figures 4A–4C). Notably, there was
no significant increase in type 1 errors, the phenotype observed
when Ncad and Fmi were simultaneously removed from single
R cells, likely due to the incomplete loss of both proteins (Fig-
ure 4). Moreover, despite different levels of Ncad and Fmi knock-
down in different R cell subtypes, type 2 targeting errors were
equally prevalent across all R cells (Figure 4C), suggesting thatCell 154, 351–364, July 18, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 355
Figure 3. Fmi and Ncad Genetically Interact to Mediate R Cell Growth Cone Extension
(A) Single and double RNAi against fmi, Ncad, Ecad, and LAR under the control of gmr-Flp actin-FRT-y(+)-FRT-Gal4. Shown is the percentage (%) of errors by
single R cells. Mean values + SEM. ***p < 0.001, one-way ANOVA with Newman-Keuls post hoc test. (Ai) Lamina and its reconstruction in fmi single and Ncad fmi
double RNAi-expressing flies, labeling Csp2a; cartridges with six terminals are in white and with five or seven terminals are in magenta.
(B) Targeting defects of single Ncad homozygous wild-type R cell growth cones (green) with or without Ncad mutant neighbors (black) in a heterozygous
background (gray), at 38%APF. Left bar shows that all neighbors arewild-type, center bar presents one direct neighbor that ismutant, and right bar illustrates one
indirect neighbor that is mutant. None of the groups is significantly different from each other (Fisher’s exact test). R1–R6 cells were pooled.
(C) Schemata of MARCM strategy to generate single cells double mutant for Ncad and fmi. Flies were mutant for fmie59/fmi192 and rescued with a Bac construct
(Bac(fmi+); see Figure S3), which sits in cis to Gal80 and in trans to NcadD14. After mitotic recombination, only the double-mutant daughter cell will have lost the
Gal80-containing chromosome arm, resulting in derepression of GFP (green). The wild-type sister clone (top right) contains two wild-type copies of both Ncad
and fmi, whereas two other outcomes of recombination result in cells heterozygous wild-type for both genes.
(legend continued on next page)
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reciprocal interactions between growth cones of different sub-
types are required for target selection. We infer that balanced
adhesion among many R cells via Ncad and Fmi is required for
growth cone-targeting specificity, and both genes need to be
disrupted in multiple R cells to give phenotypes that affect target
specificity, rather than extension.
Subset-Specific Reduction of Ncad and Fmi Affects
Growth Cone Polarity
To understand the mechanistic underpinning of these target-
specificity defects, we examined the spatial distribution of tar-
geting errors made when Ncad and Fmi were knocked down in
R1, R2, R5, and R6 and found that the majority of mistargeted
axons innervated columns close to their correct target (Figures
4D and S4). We next tested whether these targeting defects
were preceded by changes in growth cone polarity by examining
wild-type andmutant growth cones before they extended to their
targets at 28% APF. We observed striking defects in growth
cone morphology in all R cells, despite the fact that each had
different levels of RNAi-mediated knockdown caused by the
expression pattern of the driver (Figure 5A; data not shown).
We then quantified filopodial distribution and observed signifi-
cantly increased variability in polarity when both proteins were
knocked down (Figure 5B), whereas knockdown of Ncad and
Fmi alone had little or no effect. Notably, these polarity defects
were not associated with substantial changes in the number or
length of filopodia (Figure S5). If growth cone polarization toward
the correct target is a necessary prelude to targeting specificity,
there should be a tight correlation between growth cone polari-
zation and targeting in this subset-specific loss of Ncad and
Fmi. We found that mean growth cone polarity angles at 28%
APF and extension angles at 40% APF had similar distributions,
except for R2 and R5, where the difference in angles was the
same as in wild-type (Figures 5C and S5). Thus, our data strongly
support the notion that Ncad and Fmi shape R cell targeting by
directing growth cone polarization and that the angle and degree
of polarization direct the trajectory of the growth cone toward its
target.
Fmi, but Not Ncad, Is Differentially Expressed and
Localized to a Specific Growth Cone Subdomain
Although both Ncad and Fmi mediate adhesive interactions
between R cell growth cones, we wanted to examine whether
these interactions depended on differences in either protein
expression or localization. Although Fmi is strongly expressed
only in R cells at 28% APF (Lee et al., 2003), Ncad is expressed
at higher levels in LMCs and lower levels in R cells (Lee et al.,
2001; Figure S6). Because processes of both cell types were
closely apposed, we could not directly distinguish Ncad protein(D) Schemata illustrating types of targeting defects.
(E) Quantification of targeting phenotypes of fmi and Ncad single- and double-m
using reverse MARCM (see main text for details) at 38% APF. R1–R6 cells were p
0.05 for control versus fmi; Fisher’s exact test, adjusted for multiple comparison
(F) Single R6 growth cones at 38% APF labeled with CD8GFP (green), countersta
cartridge is marked with a dotted white line. Shown are projected stacks of 3–5.5
cones mutant for Ncad, for Ncad and fmi, as well as growth cones with elevated
See also Figure S3 and Tables S1 and S2.localized in LMCs from Ncad protein within R cell growth cones.
We therefore reduced Ncad protein levels using LMC-specific
expression of an Ncad RNAi construct (Figure S6). In this back-
ground, R cells were stochastically labeled with myristoylated
GFP and stained with Fmi and Ncad antibodies. We then deter-
mined the colocalization of the growth cone label with both Fmi
and Ncad (see Experimental Procedures). Both proteins dis-
played discrete, partially overlapping localization (Figure S6). In
addition, we found that Fmi, but not Ncad, was expressed differ-
entially, with the highest levels in R2 and R5, intermediate levels
in R1 and R6, and low levels in R3 and R4, even as growth cone
sizes did not differ (Figure S6).
Because R cell growth cones are only a few microns in size,
these studies are insufficient to precisely define the subcellular
localization of these proteins. We therefore used structured illu-
mination superresolution microscopy (SIM) to examine cadherin
distributions with 100 nm spatial resolution, more than twice
the resolution of confocal microscopy (Gustafsson, 2005; Scher-
melleh et al., 2008). Because SIM can only be performed on thin
tissue sections, precluding the use of retinal landmarks to iden-
tify R cell subtypes, we generated the intersectional driver
R49A06-Gal4 md-Gal80 that sparsely labeled R2, R5, and R8
growth cones at 28% APF with mCD8GFP (Figure S6). Growth
cones were costained with Fmi and SIM imaged in various orien-
tations (see Extended Experimental Procedures). We found that,
in contrast to imaging using confocal microscopy, both
mCD8GFP and Fmi formed small, discrete patches at the cell
membrane that rarely overlapped, suggesting that these two
proteins formed distinct membrane domains (Figures 6A–6D).
3D reconstructions of single growth cones show that Fmi
was strongly enriched in the central domain of the growth cone
while being largely absent from filopodia (Figures 6A–6D).
To confirm that Fmi was predominantly present on the growth
cone surface, we also stained R cell growth cones for Fmi
in the absence of detergent and found that this did not
change the pattern of Fmi protein (Figure S6). Taken together,
these data demonstrate that Fmi is distributed in a punctate
pattern on the surface of the central domain of R cell growth
cones.
We also imaged Ncad expression in wild-type animals using
SIM. Single-image sections show that, as with Fmi, Ncad
localized to discrete patches (Figure 6E). However, because
Ncad is more densely distributed in the lamina, we did not
attempt to reconstruct growth cones across sections. Instead,
we made use of a conditional fusion of an epitope tag to
the endogenous Ncad protein that allows labeling of native
Ncad in single cells. In this approach, when Flipase is expressed
under heat-shocked control, an FRT-flanked stop cassette is
excised to generate an Ncad-V5 fusion protein, as well as theutant cells, as well as cells homozygous wild-type for both fmi and Ncad (23)
ooled. All groups were significantly different from control with p < 0.001, or p <
s (n = 71–123).
ined with mAb24B10 (magenta) to visualize cartridges. The wild-type R6 target
mm of the dorsal lamina hemisphere, oriented with the equator down. Growth
cadherin levels (23) showed reduced or no target interactions.
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Figure 4. Ncad and Fmi Direct Targeting Specificity through Interactions between R Cells
Ncad and fmi single or double knockdown using R25B08-Gal4 md-Gal80. The Gal4 line generates strong hypomorphs in R1 and R6, weaker hypomorphs in R2
and R5, whereas R3 and R4 are wild-type (see schemata in B). Single R cells were labeled with GFPmyr and counterstained with mAb24B10 at 40% APF.
(A) Loss of both Ncad and fmi resulted in targeting defects of R4, R5, and R6. All R4 from ventral and R5 plus R6 from dorsal hemisphere, confocal stacks of
4–6.5 mm. White oval indicates wild-type target; red oval shows incorrect target.
(B) Quantification of targeting defects. All groups were significantly different from control with p < 0.001, or p < 0.05 for control versus fmi; Fisher’s exact test,
adjusted for multiple comparisons (n = 190–239). Schema indicates driver expression: magenta (high), light pink (medium), gray (low to none).
(C) Targeting defects distributed over different R cell types.
(D) Graphical summary of R cell targeting. Each oval represents one cartridge. Pie charts display the percentage of R4–R6 cells that targeted each cartridge. The
home cartridge is shown in gray; the correct target cartridge is outlined in bold. Plots for R1–R3 cells are in Figure S4.
See also Tables S1 and S2.LexA transcription factor, which activates expression of lexAop-
mtdTomato (Pecot et al., 2013). Using this approach, we found
that Ncad, in contrast to Fmi, localized broadly within the
growth cone, where it occupied both the central domain and
filopodia (Figure 6F). In summary, whereas Ncad is expressed358 Cell 154, 351–364, July 18, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.at uniform levels and localized broadly within R cell growth
cones, Fmi is highly enriched in the central domain and ex-
pressed at different levels in different R cell subtypes, consistent
with the notion that Ncad and Fmi have different functions
(Figure 6G).
Figure 5. R Cell Growth Cones in Ncad fmi
Subset Knockdown Have Polarity Defects
Ncad and fmi single or double knockdown in an
R cell subset using R25B08-Gal4 md-Gal80. Sin-
gle R cells were labeled by GFPmyr at 28% APF.
(A) R4–R6 growth cones displayed polarity defects
in Ncad+fmi RNAi. Growth cones are from the
ventral hemisphere of the lamina, anterior up, with
the equator to the right. Green circles denote
position of axon shaft.
(B) Polar plots display themean polarity vectors for
each growth cone subtype, with the standard
ellipse (see Extended Experimental Procedures).
For R6 growth cones, polarity vector endpoints are
shown as one dot per growth cone. Subset loss of
Ncad and fmi resulted in a larger spread of polarity
angles and thus an increased standard ellipse for
the population. Insets show spatial coordinates
and identity of growth cones. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01;
***p < 0.001 compared to control; testing for dif-
ferences in the long axis of the standard ellipse
using bootstrap with Z test and adjustment for
multiple comparisons (n = 17–27).
(C) Polar plots of wild-type and Ncad fmi double
mutants. Plots for R4–R6with growth cone polarity
angles at 28% (blue) and growth cone extension
angle at 40% APF (magenta) are shown. For plots
of R1–R3, see Figure S5.
See also Tables S1 and S2.Asymmetric Increases in Cadherin Expression Induce
Errors in Target Choice
Each growth cone is closely apposed and potentially adhering to
either four or five other growth cones: two from the same omma-
tidial bundle and either two or three from distinct, neighboring
bundles (Figure 1; data not shown). We wanted to investigate
whether changing only one such interaction affects targeting
and whether both interactions within and across bundles are
required for target specificity. Previous data suggested that
balanced interactions among growth cones within a bundle are
necessary for targeting (Chen and Clandinin, 2008). However,Cell 154, 351–targeting defects were infrequent in these
studies. Thus, we decided to overexpress
a cadherin using md-Gal4, the most spe-
cific R cell driver available, driving strong
expression in R4 and weak expression in
R3 (Chen and Clandinin, 2008). Fmi over-
expression usingmd-Gal4 induces strong
targeting defects but also causes planar
cell polarity defects, affecting targeting
specificity indirectly (Chen and Clandinin,
2008). We therefore overexpressed Ncad
together with mtdTomato to label R4, as
well as gmr-FRT-white-FRT-GFPmyr to
stochastically label single growth cones
of all subtypes. Each R cell subtype forms
at most one adhesive contact with R4. If
interactions between neighbors within
the bundle were instructive for targeting,
we would expect that R4’s primary neigh-bors R3 and R5 show strong targeting defects. Conversely, if
Ncad mediates R cell interactions between bundles, we expect
that R1, R2, and R6 should show targeting defects because
these cells are contacted by R4 across bundles (Figure 1C).
Although R4 cells overexpressing Ncad displayed both type 1
and type 2 errors, other R cells almost never showed type 1
errors but rather displayed many type 2 errors in specificity
(Figures 7A and 7B). Thus, elevating Ncad levels in R4 affected
targeting specificity nonautonomously in other R cells, suggest-
ing that manipulation of a single interaction by overexpression
can dominantly change target selection. Furthermore, Ncad364, July 18, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 359
Figure 6. Fmi Protein Is Enriched in the Central
Domain of the Growth Cone, whereas Ncad
Protein Is More Broadly Localized
(A–E) R2 and R5 growth cones were sparsely
labeled using R49A06-Gal4, md-Gal80-driving UAS-
mCD8GFP (green) expression at 28% APF, costained
with Fmi (magenta, A–D) or Ncad (magenta, E), and
imaged using SIM. (A and E) Single optical sections of
125 nm. (B–D) 3D reconstruction of the growth cone
shown in (A) and Fmi contained within it (see Experi-
mental Procedures). Fmi forms prominent patches at
the base of the growth cone and is largely excluded
from filopodia. (D) Second example of reconstructed
growth cone. (B and D) En face view and (C) lateral
view as indicated by arrow in (B). (E) Similar to Fmi,
Ncad forms small patches at themembrane, but Ncad
levels are low in the growth cone as compared to
surrounding LMCs (arrow).
(F) Single confocal sections at 28% APF, labeled with
mtdTomato (green) and Ncad-V5 (white). Ncad
localizes broadly within the growth cone, including
filopodia (arrows). Shown are growth cones from the
ventral hemisphere, oriented with the equator to the
right.
(G) Schemata of Ncad (blue) and Fmi (magenta)
localization, en face view at left top and lateral view at
right bottom.
See also Figure S6 and Tables S1 and S2.overexpression did notmerely cause R cells to stick to and inner-
vate the same targets as R4. Instead, R3 and R5, for example,
innervated targets close to their correct target, demonstrating
that increasing adhesion with R4 broadly reduced targeting
fidelity (Figure 7C). Finally, because all R cells showed type 2
errors, this experiment revealed that both intra- and interbundle
adhesions affect target specificity. However, cells with defective
intra- but normal interbundles interactions (R3 and R5) had twice
asmany targeting defects as growth coneswith normal intrabun-
dle but defective interbundle interactions (R1, R2, and R6; Fig-
ure 7A). Thus, interactions between neighboring growth cones
within a bundle may be more important for regulating targeting
specificity than interactions between neighbors of separate
bundles.
DISCUSSION
Here, we demonstrate how a mode of afferent-afferent interac-
tions can robustly instruct axon targeting, creating a complex,
yet essentially error-free wiring diagram. We found that R cell
growth cones reliably polarize to orient their filopodia toward
their synaptic partners prior to interacting with them; this polari-
zation then strongly predicts target choice. We further demon-360 Cell 154, 351–364, July 18, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.strated that both target specificity and
axon extension are critically dependent on
redundant functions of two cadherins: Fmi
and Ncad. Surprisingly, both processes
require these molecules in different ways.
Axon extension displays conventional
molecular redundancy: single cells lacking
both molecules polarize normally but almostinvariably fail to extend to the target. Conversely, if the activities
of bothmolecules aremoderately reduced in a broader subset of
cells, most growth cones extend, but frequently polarize abnor-
mally, and select inappropriate targets. Thus, target specificity
depends on the redundant functions of Ncad and Fmi across a
distributed network of growth cone interactions. Because Fmi
is expressed at different levels in specific growth cones and
because Ncad and Fmi show distinct localization patterns within
the growth cone, axons could distinguish their neighbors by
measuring the relative amounts of Ncad and Fmi across their
surface. These differences in cadherin activity could then
polarize growth cones, orienting them to their target. Thus,
redundant utilization of a small number of adhesion molecules,
combinedwith quantitative expression differences and subcellu-
lar localization, can direct the formation of highly complex
neuronal connections with remarkable fidelity.
Specificity and Redundancy in Cadherin Function
Cadherins play central roles in directing axons toward their
appropriate synaptic partners (Hirano and Takeichi, 2012). How-
ever, a surprising result has been the relative specificity of their
functions, given the apparent breadth of the expression of
many cadherins, such as Ncad in Drosophila (Hummel and
Figure 7. Ncad Is Sufficient to Mediate R
Cell Interactions
(A–C) Ncad overexpression (OE) in R4 and weaker
and early in R3 (see cartoon) using md-Gal4,
analyzed at 40% APF.
(A) Quantification of targeting defects across
different R cell subtypes.
(B) Examples of R3 and R5 growth cones in both
wild-type and R4:Ncad OE (green), counterstained
with mAb24B10 to visualize cartridges. Correct
targets are shown in white ovals and incorrect
targets in red ovals. Presented are z stacks of
4.5–6 mm of the dorsal hemisphere, oriented with
the equator to the right.
(C) Graphical summary of R cell targeting. Each
oval represents one cartridge. Pie charts display
the percentage of R3–R5 cells that targeted each
cartridge. The home cartridge is in gray; the cor-
rect target cartridge is outlined in bold.
(D) Models of how cadherin-mediated adhesion
controls axon extension and targeting specificity.
Shown are R cells (green or gray), LMC processes
(blue), Ncad (orange), and Fmi protein (magenta).
See also Table S1.Zipursky, 2004; Lee et al., 2001; Nern et al., 2008; Prakash et al.,
2005; Zhu and Luo, 2004). As we demonstrate, some of this
apparent specificity can emerge through multiple forms of
redundancy. In particular, Ncad and Fmi act together and have
two separable functions in R cell growth cones: axon extension,
and targeting specificity. Strikingly, the conventional approach
to exploring redundant functions, examining the phenotypes of
single cells homozygous mutant for both genes, would overlook
the role of these proteins in determining growth cone polarity. It
seems likely then that redundancy both within and between
families of adhesion molecules could be a prominent feature in
the developing brain.
Ncad and Fmi Act Together to Direct Axon Extension
Although Ncad, together with Lar and Liprin-a, mediates interac-
tions between R cells and their LMC targets that are necessary
for axon extension (Choe et al., 2006; Prakash et al., 2005),
Fmi specifically mediates interactions among R cells, and cells
lacking Fmi extend normally (Chen and Clandinin, 2008). Thus,
the fact that single R cells mutant for both Ncad and fmi display
severe defects in axon extension argues that both LMCs, as well
as neighboring R cells, act as substrates to facilitate growth cone
extension through homophilic adhesion. Although growth cones
are extending to their target, they are passed by growth cones
extending in the opposite direction toward a different target (Mei-
nertzhagen and Hanson, 1993), suggesting that an en passantCell 154, 351–interaction promotes extension with
each growth cone using the other as a
substrate (Figure 7D). In addition, single
growth cones with higher levels of Ncad
and Fmi relative to their neighbors often
fail to extend to their target, suggesting
that growth cones also need to reduce
adhesions with some of their neighborsin order to extend. Similarly, both reduced and increased
levels of focal adhesions inhibit growth cone advance in vitro
(Myers and Gomez, 2011; Woo et al., 2009). Thus, growth
cone extension occurs through progressive shifts in cell surface
interactions, first among R cell growth cones, and then between
R cells and their target LMCs, with site-specific loss and gain of
adhesion.
Cadherin-Mediated Growth Cone Polarization Shapes
R Cell Target Selection
Previous work demonstrated that interactions among afferents
play a central role in directing R cell axons toward appropriate
postsynaptic targets, but the mechanisms by which they might
do so were unknown (Chen and Clandinin, 2008; Clandinin and
Zipursky, 2000; Lee et al., 2003). Here, we show that afferent
interactions mediated by Ncad and Fmi polarize the formation
or stabilization of filopodia on each growth cone, such that
filopodia become preferentially aligned toward their target (Fig-
ure 7D). In wild-type animals, this polarization emerges before
R cell axons contact their targets and tightly correlates with the
angle of growth cone extension. Moreover, we observed that
growth cones still polarized in Ncad and fmi subset-specific
mutants but that the angle of polarization was less precise
across the population of each R cell type. Importantly, even un-
der these conditions, the distribution of growth cone polarization
angles closely matched the distribution of targets chosen. Taken364, July 18, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 361
together, these correlative studies argue strongly that growth
cone polarization is a critical step in determining target speci-
ficity. These data shed light on previous studies that demon-
strated that the behavior of retinal ganglion cell growth cones
correlates with their shape and polarity, such that highly polar-
ized growth cones advance rapidly, whereas complex, unpolar-
ized growth cones are often stationary and occupy choice points
(Godement et al., 1994; Mason and Wang, 1997). Similarly, we
found that R cell growth cones early in development are station-
ary and relatively unpolarized; once they become sufficiently
polarized so as to choose one target over another, they extend.
Thus, growth cone polarization is likely a critical, predictive step
in target selection in many systems.
How Do Ncad and Fmi Determine Targeting Specificity?
Previous results demonstrated that growth cones compare
levels of Fmi between their neighbors, and it was proposed
that differential adhesion might instruct axon targeting (Chen
and Clandinin, 2008). Indeed, we found that different growth
cone subtypes expressed different levels of Fmi and that Fmi
localization is restricted to the central domain of the growth
cone. This is a demonstration that a cadherin can be localized
to a growth cone-specific compartment, creating possibilities
for diversifying adhesive interactions. Each growth cone forms
contacts with either four or five of its neighbors. For example,
within the bundle, R4 adheres to one neighbor with low (R3)
and one neighbor with high (R5) Fmi levels. Furthermore, R4
forms contacts across bundles with one growth cone with high
Fmi (R2) and two growth cones with lower Fmi (R1, R6). Analo-
gous patterns are evident for all other growth cones. Thus, based
on levels of Fmi protein, adhesive strength might vary systemat-
ically across the surface of each growth cone, depending on the
identity of each neighbor, resulting in a regular mosaic tiling of all
growth cones.
Ncad is localized broadly within the growth cone and is not
necessary to mediate interactions between R cells within the
bundle. This suggests that Ncad might primarily mediate adhe-
sive interactions between growth cones across bundles, in
addition to mediating adhesive interactions between R cells
and LMCs. However, when overexpressed in R4, Ncad can
dominantly alter both inter- and intrabundle interactions.
Notably, R cells neighboring R4, such as R5, do not merely
stick to R4 to innervate a common target. Instead, the abnormal
adhesive contact with R4 likely alters the balance of adhesive
contacts each R cell makes with its other neighbors. Further-
more, intrabundle interactions are more sensitive to cadherin
levels and more crucial for target specificity. This is in line
with previous observations that R cells in bundles that are
flipped by 180 relative to their neighboring bundles, a phenom-
enon that occurs at the equator in wild-type, and in certain
polarity mutants, almost invariably target normally, despite
sitting adjacent to a different set of growth cones from neigh-
boring bundles (Clandinin and Zipursky, 2000; Horridge and
Meinertzhagen, 1970). In aggregate, our results suggest that
growth cones form distinct adhesive contacts with their neigh-
bors and that the relative adhesiveness of each of these con-
tacts is integrated to determine growth cone polarization and
ultimately target specificity.362 Cell 154, 351–364, July 18, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.A Distributed Network of Adhesive Interactions Directs
Target Selection
Here, we propose a model of how neuronal targeting can be
achieved through a series of adhesive interactions that orient
growth cones within a sheet. Each growth cone engages in local,
cadherin-mediated interactions with multiple neighbors, effec-
tively constructing a large network of interconnected cells. We
hypothesize that growth cone polarity evolves as a result of
balancing the adhesive forces generated by contact with neigh-
boring growth cones of different adhesivity. Analogous adhesion
networks have been described in various epithelia, where all
cells are equally adhesive, and equilibrium is reached when
most cells have acquired a hexagonal shape (Classen et al.,
2005; Lecuit and Lenne, 2007). By contrast, R cell growth cones
are more complex in shape, they form domains containing
different levels of different cadherins, and they are spatially con-
strained by their association with an axon bundle. As a result, the
adhesive forces acting on growth cones change their shapes,
and orientations within the lamina as a function of R cell subtype.
Because many interactions act in concert to orient each growth
cone, the system becomes highly robust. This can be observed
experimentally when single cells within the network are made
mutant for critical adhesion factors, yet orient correctly toward
their targets. Furthermore, this redundant network of interactions
achieves extremely high-targeting fidelity in wild-type animals.
Analogous targeting strategies could be widely used because
many sensory systems, both in insects and vertebrates, are
organized into topographic maps, whose development often
relies on afferent-afferent interactions (Imai et al., 2009; Millard
et al., 2007, 2010; Ting et al., 2005). Thus, quantitative differ-
ences in relative adhesion and distributed networks of adhesive
interactions are likely to be central in patterning many systems in
the brain.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Fly Stocks
A detailed description of all fly stocks, crosses, transgenes, and imaging
studies used can be found in the Extended Experimental Procedures and
Tables S1 and S2.
Generation of Transgenic Lines
Transgenic flies carrying md-Gal80, the fmi Bac rescue construct, and UAS-
myrEGFPwere generated using standard procedures. For details, please refer
to Extended Experimental Procedures.
Histology and Imaging
Immunohistochemistry onwhole-mount pupal and adult brains was performed
using standard protocols. For details, see Extended Experimental Procedures.
Confocal images were acquired on a Leica TCS SP2 AOBS confocal micro-
scope, using a 1003 N.A. 1.4 lens.
Brain dissection and fixation for cryosectioning were performed using our
standard protocol. Brains were cryoprotected in 5%, 10%, and 20% sucrose
in phosphate buffer (PB) overnight at 4C and embedded in NEG 50 (Thermo
Scientific). 10 mm thin sections were cut on a cryotome, collected onto poly-L-
lysine (Sigma-Aldrich)-coated no. 1.5 coverslips, rehydrated, and labeled with
antibodies following our standard procedures (see Extended Experimental
Procedures). Positions of thin sections on the slide were determined using a
Zeiss Axioscope with Axiovision Software, and coordinates were converted
between systems using a Mosaic Planner (https://code.google.com/p/
smithlabsoftware/). Superresolution imaging was performed on an OMX V4
structured illumination microscope (Applied Precision) with a 603 N.A. 1.42
lens. Images were acquired using API DeltaVision OMX Master acquisition
software and processed using OMX softWoRx (Applied Precision).
Image Analysis
Images were rendered and analyzed using Bitplane Imaris and ImageJ. Fig-
ures were prepared using Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator. Statistics were
calculated using GraphPad Prism and MATLAB. For details on the analysis
of R-cell-targeting errors in pupae and adults, identification of R cell subtypes,
and 3D reconstructions of SIM images, aswell as quantification of growth cone
polarity, target angles, and protein expression, see Extended Experimental
Procedures.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, six
figures, and two tables and can be found with this article online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2013.06.011.
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